This study examines the extent of the Pacific double-intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) bias in an ensemble of CMIP5 coupled general circulation models and the relationship between this common bias and equatorial Pacific evaporative heat flux feedbacks involved in El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). A feedback decomposition method, based on the latent heat flux bulk formula, is implemented to enable identification of underlying causes of feedback bias and diversity from dynamical and thermodynamical processes. The magnitude of mean precipitation south of the equator in the east Pacific (an indicator of the extent of the double-ITCZ bias in a model) is linked to the mean meridional surface wind speed and direction in the region and is consequently linked to diversity in the strength of the wind speed response during the ENSO cycle. The ENSO latent heat flux damping is weak in almost all models and shows a relatively large range in strength in the CMIP5 ensemble. While both humidity gradient and wind speed feedbacks are important drivers of the damping, the wind speed feedback is an underlying cause of the overall damping bias for many models and is ultimately more dominant in driving interensemble variation. Feedback biases can also persist in atmosphere-only (AMIP) runs, suggesting that the atmosphere model plays an important role in latent heat flux damping and double-ITCZ bias and variation. Improvements to coupled model simulation of both mean precipitation and ENSO may be accelerated by focusing on the atmosphere component.
Introduction
The mean tropical Pacific climate is characterized by a zonal SST gradient along the equator as well as warmer temperatures, precipitation, and atmospheric ascent in the west equatorial Pacific and regions off the equator. Zonal and meridional atmospheric circulations (i.e., the Walker and Hadley circulations) reinforce this climate. A band of intense precipitation, the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), lies to the north of the equator, and a similar region of intense precipitation, named the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ), lies to the south of the equator. The precipitation and atmospheric ascent in the SPCZ typically do not extend as far east as in the more prominent ITCZ, resulting in a meridional asymmetry in the mean tropical Pacific climate. This mean state provides the background for interannual variability such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a dominant mode of variability that has a large impact on weather events worldwide.
Coupled general circulation models (CGCMs) used for climate projections suffer from persistent mean-state equatorial Pacific climate biases (Guilyardi 2006; Lin 2007; Brown et al. 2013; Bellenger et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015) , resulting in uncertainty in those projections. In particular, CGCMs show a cooler region in the east Pacific (cold tongue) that tends to extend too far west compared with observations. They also show bias in the meridional asymmetry of the mean tropical Pacific climate, exhibiting a more zonally extended region of precipitation in the southwest Pacific, a bias known as the ''double-ITCZ bias.'' In models featuring this bias, precipitation off the equator in the Pacific is often too strong (Mechoso et al. 1995; Lin 2007; de Szoeke and Xie 2008; Li and Xie 2014; Zhang et al. 2015) . It is suggested that the double-ITCZ bias mainly lies in the atmospheric models rather than the ocean component (Schneider 2002; Li and Xie 2012; Vannière et al. 2013) , although the ocean model and the coupling to the atmosphere may also play an important role in maintaining the cold tongue bias via the zonal wind-SST (Bjerknes) feedback Xie 2012, 2014) . Attempts at eliminating the bias have involved modifying the convection parameterization scheme and adjusting surface winds (Hess et al. 1993; Frey et al. 1997; Luo et al. 2005; Zhang and Wang 2006; Song and Zhang 2009; Zhang and Song 2010; Chikira and Sugiyama 2010) . However, a recent study by Zhang et al. (2015) finds that the double-ITCZ bias still persists in more recent coupled climate models (e.g., CMIP5).
Ocean-atmosphere feedbacks driving ENSO-related variability are also often quite different from observational estimates, as are other ENSO characteristics such as amplitude and period (AchutaRao and Sperber 2006; Guilyardi 2006; Zhang and Jin 2012; Zhang et al. 2013; Bellenger et al. 2014; Zhang and Sun 2014) . This is often referred to as model ''diversity.'' The mean equatorial Pacific climate is known to play an important role in the feedbacks driving ENSO-related variability (An and Jin 2000; Guilyardi 2006; Fedorov and Philander 2001; Santoso et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2014b ). Jin et al. (2006) introduced a way to quantify these ocean-atmosphere feedbacks, known as the Bjerknes (BJ) stability index, by using various linear approximations. This allowed links to be established between ENSO feedbacks and the tropical Pacific mean climate. For example, Kim et al. (2014b) link ENSO feedback diversity to mean climate diversity in multimodel ensembles. In particular, they find that the strength of ENSO ocean current feedbacks can be linked to mean zonal surface wind stress and ocean temperature.
The modulation of east equatorial Pacific SST by anomalous heat flux, known as thermodynamic damping, is another dominant ENSO feedback and an important source of ENSO diversity in coupled climate models (Jin et al. 2006; Kim and Jin 2011; Kim et al. 2014b; Lloyd et al. 2009 ). The strength of this feedback in both multimodel and perturbed physics ensembles has also been found to be linked to mean climate, namely mean SST (Kim et al. 2014b ) and mean precipitation (Ferrett and Collins 2016) . The underlying mechanisms of these relationships in coupled climate models have yet to be studied in detail.
Latent heat flux (LHF) is a dominant contributor to the thermodynamic damping of ENSO sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs), alongside shortwave radiation. The damping of east equatorial Pacific SSTAs by anomalous evaporation, the latent heat flux damping (Wallace 1992) , has been diversely represented in previous generations of coupled climate models and the strength of this feedback is often not fully captured (Lloyd et al. 2009 (Lloyd et al. , 2011 Lin 2007) . While LHF damping has been slightly improved in the current generation of coupled climate models, CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) , biases still persist in this key ENSO feedback (Bellenger et al. 2014) . ENSO feedback discrepancies can cause uncertainty in ENSO projections. For example, Kim et al. (2014a) found that multimodel projections of ENSO feedbacks became more robust when a subset of CMIP5 models with the most accurate ENSO feedbacks was studied.
Latent heat flux can be estimated by a bulk formula (Fairall et al. 1996 (Fairall et al. , 2003 expressing LHF in terms of nearsurface specific humidity difference and surface wind speed. An increase in the near-surface humidity gradient increases evaporation, as does an increase in surface wind speed. However, the relative contribution these components have to total latent heat flux can vary based on a number of factors, and the ways in which both the dynamic (wind speed) and thermodynamic (humidity gradient) components interact with each other mean that determining the underlying causes of latent heat diversity can be complex. Lloyd et al. (2011) examine east Pacific LHF damping (the strength of latent heat flux response to SSTAs) in a number of coupled models from phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) and suggest that biases in LHF damping strength are primarily caused by insufficient responses of the near-surface humidity gradient to east Pacific SSTAs. In particular, they note weak responses of near-surface specific humidity to SSTAs. Lloyd et al. (2011) also suggest that biases in the dynamical response (surface wind speed feedback) contribute to the LHF damping bias in some models. Lin (2007) found that the mean equatorial Pacific climate in coupled climate models can be linked to LHF damping diversity (i.e., linking the persistent double-ITCZ bias to LHF damping via an excessive sensitivity of near-surface humidity to SST). Xie and Philander (1994) also suggest that the wind speed feedback is important in maintaining the position of the ITCZ via the impact of wind speed on latent heat flux (WES feedback), implying a link between mean equatorial Pacific climate and LHF feedback. A number of studies have also suggested links between various other ocean-atmosphere feedbacks and the mean equatorial Pacific asymmetry. For example, the stratus-SST feedback or the shortwave heat flux feedback Philander et al. 1996) and meridional wind-upwelling-SST feedback (Mitchell and Wallace 1992; Chang and Philander 1994) .
Under the assumption of the bulk formula, latent heat flux is the product of humidity difference and wind speed. This means that studies such as those of Lin (2007) and Lloyd et al. (2011) that examine responses of near-surface humidity difference or wind speed to SSTAs separately as underlying causes of LHF damping bias may be missing important parts of the picture arising from the nonlinear interaction between the two components. Lloyd et al. (2011) implement a decomposition of LHF that accounts for this (e.g., Zhang and McPhaden 1995; Alexander and Scott 1997) and allows the separation of nonlinear and linear components of LHF. However, they examine the behavior of LHF during a single observed El Niño, finding that the anomalous humidity difference component dominates LHF variability, rather than assess interensemble diversity of LHF damping using such a decomposition. As such, there is scope for implementation of this type of east Pacific LHF damping decomposition over a set time period in current coupled climate models, therefore capturing multiple ENSO events. This would help to identify underlying causes of LHF damping bias and the relationship they have with equatorial Pacific mean climate diversity.
Here, we aim to quantify the relationship between the prominent double-ITCZ bias and atmospheric ENSO feedbacks. This study primarily focuses on the relationship between this bias and latent heat flux feedback via wind speed and near-surface humidity gradient feedbacks in the most recent generation of CGCMS, CMIP5. To do this we implement feedback decomposition to identify underlying mechanisms of these links, with the aim of highlighting metrics that allow quantification of these relationships and to help prioritize the development of future climate models to improve our confidence in ENSO projections.
The layout of the study is as follows: section 2 introduces the CMIP5 models and reanalysis datasets used, and section 3 outlines the methodology, including latent heat and wind speed feedback decompositions. Sections 4 and 5 go on to describe the results of mean Pacific climate analysis and the relationship between mean atmospheric circulation and ENSO atmospheric feedbacks. A summary of the results is given in section 6 along with suggestions for areas of future research.
Data a. CMIP5 and AMIP
This study uses historical experiments over the time period 1950-99 for 13 coupled climate models from the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) CMIP5 multimodel ensemble (Taylor et al. 2012) . Details of the models used are given in Table 1 and were chosen based on availability of daily mean fields of the required variables. Seasonal anomalies used in the latent heat flux decomposition (temperature, humidity, and surface wind speed fields) are constructed from daily data as this improves the accuracy of the decomposition detailed in section 3. Results from CMIP5 models are also (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) , and the Global Precipitation Climatology Project version 2.3 combined precipitation dataset (GPCP; Adler et al. 2003) . Daily mean data are used for the first three datasets and monthly means are used for GPCP. All reanalysis datasets are used for . Shortwave and longwave radiation for OAFlux are provided by ISCCP (Schiffer and Rossow 1983) .
Methods

a. Latent heat damping decomposition
The analysis of downward latent heat flux used here is based on the following bulk formula:
where Q LH is latent heat flux, U is the wind speed, and Dq 5 q s 2 q a is the near-surface specific humidity difference, where surface specific humidity q s is calculated using sea surface temperature (Ambaum 2010 ) and the Goff-Gratch equation for saturation water vapor pressure (Goff and Gratch 1946; Goff 1957 ) and q a is the specific humidity at 10 m. Also, c L is the turbulent moisture exchange coefficient, L E is the latent heat of evaporation, and r is the air density at the surface; x 0 indicates the seasonal anomaly of x averaged over the Niño-3 area (58S-58N, 1508-908W) and an overbar represents the time-mean Niño-3 area average. Equation (1) can be decomposed (e.g., Zhang and McPhaden 1995) to find the anomalous component so that
This is obtained under the assumption that Dq 0 U 0 is negligible.
Niño-3 latent heat flux damping, a LH (e.g., Lloyd et al. 2009 ), can be found such that
by linear regression of Niño-3 averaged latent heat flux seasonal anomalies on Niño-3 averaged SST T seasonal anomalies. Seasonal anomalies are detrended prior to linear regression. Monthly values of q a , q s , Q LH , U, and T are all calculated from daily fields. From Eqs. (2) and (3) it is then possible to obtain the LHF damping components:
where
This finds a thermodynamic component of LHF damping arising primarily from anomalous near-surface humidity difference (a Dq ) and a dynamic component driven by anomalous surface wind speed (a U ). For ease, these components will be referred to as the humidity gradient and wind speed (WS) feedbacks throughout. A negative value for these feedbacks means humidity gradient or wind speed anomalies are contributing to increased evaporation in response to a positive SSTA, hence damping the SST anomaly. Conversely, a positive value corresponds to a positive feedback on SST.
b. Wind speed decomposition and precipitation response symmetry
Wind speed is calculated for each grid box using zonal and meridional wind speed fields so that
where U is wind speed, u is zonal wind speed, and y is meridional wind speed. We make the assumption that seasonal wind speed anomalies, U 0 , can be expressed as a linear combination of zonal and meridional wind speed anomalies, juj 0 and jyj 0 :
for some constants b u and b y , obtained using linear regression. This is found to be a valid approximation (99% significance by a Student's t test) for all the models used in this study. Combining Eq. (8) with Eq. (5) results in
The terms a u and a y are the coefficients obtained by linear regression of Niño-3 zonal wind speed and meridional wind speed seasonal anomalies on SSTAs, respectively; b u a u can be taken as the contribution of zonal wind speed anomalies to wind speed feedback (a U ) and b y a y is the meridional wind speed contribution. Once again, seasonal anomalies of u, y, and U are constructed from mean daily fields. For ease, these components will be referred to as the zonal and meridional wind speed feedbacks throughout. A measure to quantify the symmetry of the ENSO precipitation response about the equator is also used. This is found by taking the difference between the South Pacific precipitation feedback (precipitation seasonal anomalies averaged over 58-158S, 1708-1208W regressed on Niño-3 SSTAs) and North Pacific precipitation feedback (latitude 58-158N, same longitude).
Equatorial Pacific precipitation and SST in CMIP5
Observed annual and time mean temperatures in the equatorial Pacific are cooler in the east and warmer in the west (Fig. 1a) . This zonal surface temperature gradient reinforces atmospheric circulation along the equator in the Pacific (i.e., the Walker circulation).
Trade winds blow along the equator from the high pressure cooler region in the east (cold tongue) to the low pressure warmer west Pacific region (warm pool). Here, air rises and is advected toward the east Pacific at higher altitudes to sink over the cold tongue, completing the Walker circulation.
Coupled climate models tend to suffer from the cold tongue bias (Lin 2007; Bellenger et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015) , a bias characterized by sea surface temperatures (SSTs) being too cool along the equator (e.g., Figs 1b,c). A second common bias lies with precipitation, in the form of the double-ITCZ bias. The equatorial Pacific features most precipitation and atmospheric ascent (measured in Fig. 3 by pressure tendency at the 500-hPa pressure level; e.g., Bony et al. 1997 ) over the warm pool where the ascending branch of the Walker circulation is located. There is also a band of precipitation to the north of the equator, the ITCZ (Fig. 1d ), indicating the lowlevel convergence of air (the Hadley cell). Similarly, a smaller area of atmospheric ascent and precipitation exists to the southwest in the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ). This region of precipitation in CMIP5 models tends to be too zonally oriented and to extend too far to the east compared to the observations (Figs. 1e,f), hence the name ''double ITCZ.'' There is also insufficient precipitation along much of the equatorial Pacific as the ascending branch of the Walker circulation tends to be located farther west.
The ensemble mean analysis in Fig. 1 identifies three zonal bands, isolating the regions that are most important to these temperature and precipitation biases, the northern, equatorial, and southern bands (dotted lines on these figures). All three bands show discrepancies between the observed and CMIP5 ensemble mean precipitation, while the equatorial band shows the largest SST biases. These bands can consequently be used to more quantitatively identify the extent and diversity of the SST and precipitation biases in this subset of CMIP5 models.
The equatorial average (latitude 58S-58N) of SSTs shows the presence of the cold tongue bias to varying extents in many of the CMIP5 models in this study (Fig. 2a) . CSIRO Mk3.6.0 (CMIP5 model 4, hereinafter simply CMIP5 4, and so on for others; see model numbers in Table 1 ) in particular, shown in red in figures, shows cool mean SSTs along the equator compared to ERA-Interim. However, some models show temperatures closer to ERA-Interim. In fact, CanESM2 (CMIP5 3, yellow), IPSL-CM5B-LR (CMIP5 7c, brown) and MIROC4h (CMIP5 8a, light green) have warmer Niño-3 (N3) temperatures (mean N3 temperatures of 26.08, 26.58, and 26.88C, respectively) than observed (ERAInterim has a mean N3 temperature of 25.98C).
The standard deviation of SSTAs indicates the strength and zonal location of El Niño/La Niña events along the equator. In ERA-Interim, anomalies are strongest in the east equatorial Pacific (Fig. 2b) . SSTA variability strength and spatial pattern are known to vary significantly among coupled climate models (AchutaRao and Sperber 2006; Capotondi et al. 2006; Guilyardi 2006; Bellenger et al. 2014 ). The east Pacific peak shown by the reanalysis is replicated by many of the CMIP5 models used here but at varying strengths. Some models feature a stronger peak in the Niño-3 region than in observations, e.g., BCC_CSM1.1(m), BNU-ESM, GFDL-ESM2M, and MIROC5. However, two models, MIROC4h and CSIRO Mk3.6.0, show SSTA standard deviation (SD) maxima located farther to the west. Generally, models used in this study display a range of temperature variability in the east Pacific with no consistent bias among the models as demonstrated by the standard deviation of Niño-3 SSTAs ( Table 2) .
As well as the extent of the cold tongue bias, the spatial distribution of mean precipitation and atmospheric ascent are also examined to assess the presence of the double-ITCZ bias in the CMIP5 models. All three bands are examined ( Fig. 3) as various characteristics of atmospheric circulation and the double-ITCZ bias are displayed in all three regions (Figs. 1d, f) . For the CMIP5 models, precipitation along the equatorial Pacific tends to be insufficient, with the maximum precipitation shifted westward due to a westward shift of the Walker circulation compared with the reanalysis (Figs. 1f and 3c ). This is most evident in CSIRO Mk3.6.0, the model found to show the largest SST bias, and is consistent with the cold tongue bias identified in Fig. 2 . An outlier is MIROC5, which shows more precipitation along the equator than the reanalysis, although it still has a maximum farther to the west. MIROC5 also shows a stronger cool temperature bias to the south of the equator than along the equator, unlike some of the other CMIP5 models, which may explain this discrepancy. CMIP5 models tend to show a stronger ITCZ (more precipitation and ascent; Figs. 3a, b) to the west and a weaker ITCZ toward the east, past ;1308W. Models often show more precipitation and atmospheric ascent in the south (Figs. 3e,f) with precipitation and atmospheric ascent extending Table 1 for the model and dataset numbering). Niño-4 (1608E-1508W) and Niño-3 (1508-908W) longitude bands are shown using vertical black lines.
farther to the southeast (SE) than observed. This extended band of precipitation will be referred to throughout as the SE ITCZ. There is a relatively large spread in the representation of the zonal extent of the SE ITCZ in the CMIP5 models. CSIRO Mk3.6.0 again shows larger biases, with a more extended SE ITCZ and strong northwest precipitation and ascent compared with other models and the reanalysis. Once again, the MIROC5 model shows less precipitation and atmospheric ascent than other CMIP5 models in the South Pacific band.
It is established here that the CMIP5 models in this study have a diverse representation of ENSO behavior and significant biases in the mean equatorial Pacific climate. The biases and diversity in the mean atmospheric circulation shown here are likely to have links to other aspects of the equatorial Pacific, such as the trade winds, as well as atmospheric feedbacks governing the diversity of ENSO-related variability.
Equatorial Pacific precipitation and overlaid wind fields for the ERA-Interim reanalysis data and two CMIP5 models are displayed in Fig. 4 . The two models were selected to represent the range of the double-ITCZ bias in the ensemble. Both the time mean fields and El Niño composites are given to examine the possible impact of varying atmospheric circulation on mean surface winds and on El Niño variability. The observed mean atmospheric circulation shows southeasterly winds along the equator, converging onto the ITCZ (Fig. 4a) . The observed El Niño composite (Fig. 4b) shows a southward shift of the ITCZ, a slight northeastward shift of the southwest Pacific precipitation, and an eastward shift of the ascending branch of the Walker circulation.
The meridional circulation shifts coincide with northerly wind speed anomalies (shown by red arrows on Fig. 4b ) north of the equator and southerly anomalies south of the equator. The zonal shifts are linked to westerly wind anomalies in the west Pacific. These wind responses play an important role in ENSO feedbacks by amplifying (via impacts on oceanic dynamic processes) and damping (via impacts on evaporative heat flux) east Pacific SSTAs.
The variation of mean atmospheric circulation between models can relate to the mean meridional winds along the equator (Figs. 4c,e) . In contrast to the observed winds, the extended SE ITCZ in some models results in a contrast in the meridional wind direction either side of the equator. These models show southeasterly winds to the north of the equator and regions of northeasterly winds to the south of the equator (e.g., Fig. 4c ) as winds also converge onto the SE ITCZ. The central Pacific region labeled B will be used in later discussion to quantify meridional wind variation among models. The difference in background mean state between models may be linked to diversity in the ENSO wind speed feedback, a contributor to El Niño-related variability via its impact on latent heat flux.
In contrast to the observed response, the El Niño composite wind speed in CMIP5 models is largely dominated by a strengthening SE ITCZ because of the increased zonal extent of the mean SE ITCZ. This primarily causes northwesterly wind anomalies (shown by red arrows in Figs. 4d,f) as winds converge onto the farther extended SE ITCZ in the southeast. This either enhances or reduces the wind speed based on the background wind speed direction as mentioned above, likely resulting in diversity in the CMIP5 wind speed feedbacks and hence LHF damping. Xie and Philander (1994) identified the impact of surface winds on the LHF-SST feedback. They introduced the windevaporation-SST (WES) feedback and proposed this to be a possible cause of the meridional precipitation asymmetry about the equator. They describe a meridional dipole of SST perturbations (positive SSTA to the north of the equator and negative SSTA to the south of the equator), resulting in anomalous southerly winds. As a result of the Coriolis force, anomalous winds are easterly in the south and westerly in the north, increasing and decreasing the initial easterly winds respectively (an example of this can be seen in Figs. 4d and  4f ). This causes increased evaporation in the south and decreased evaporation in the north, reinforcing the initial SST anomaly. In this case, the initial meridional winds are also of importance to the impact of anomalous winds on SST. For example, during an El Niño in a model with a more extended SE ITCZ (Figs. 4e,f) , the northerly meridional winds south of the equator are amplified. Conversely, models with a weaker SE ITCZ have more southerly meridional winds (Fig. 4d ) that will then be weakened, reducing evaporation. Similarly, the contrast in anomalous wind direction shown in the CMIP5 El Niño composites compared to the observed El Niño composite is likely to result in a difference between the CMIP5 and reanalysis wind speed feedbacks. Examining these differences, it seems likely that diversity in the model mean state may be linked to variation in atmospheric feedbacks, such as the latent heat flux damping, via its relationship to convective responses and wind speed feedbacks. The remainder of this study identifies and implements metrics that can be used to quantify these mean state and feedback biases and their relation to one another in the CMIP5 models.
The relationship between mean atmospheric
circulation and ENSO atmospheric feedbacks a. ENSO atmospheric feedback diversity in CMIP5
Latent heat flux damping is one of the dominant components of ENSO thermodynamic damping, weakening El Niño and La Niña events via anomalous heat flux, and is quantified as the linear regression coefficient of latent heat flux anomalies against SSTAs in ]. Latent heat is the heat flux due to evaporation and can be decomposed into a wind speed component and a near-surface humidity gradient component [Eq. (6) ]. Latent heat flux anomalies in the east equatorial Pacific, the area most important to ENSO as this is where SSTAs are typically largest (Fig. 2b) , tend to be dominated by near-surface humidity difference. This is demonstrated by the relative strengths of the two latent heat damping components in Fig. 5 . The three reanalyses, OAFlux, NCEP, and ERA-Interim, have LHF dampings (a LH ) with dominant humidity feedbacks (a Dq ) accounting for most of the total LHF damping (Table 1) .
Wind speed (WS) feedbacks (a U ) are smaller and show differences in sign depending on the reanalysis. OAFlux is the only reanalysis with a WS feedback significantly different from zero [a significant difference here is defined when the 95% confidence interval of the regression coefficient falls outside the confidence interval of the linear fit for the feedback; e.g., Eq. field constructed using the bulk formula [Eq. (1)] and the model wind speed and humidity gradient fields, labeled a LHc to allow comparison of the model output LHF damping (calculated from monthly output) and the decomposition LHF damping (calculated from daily output). It is important to note that the NCEP reanalysis shows a significant difference between the LHF damping calculated using the reanalysis latent heat flux field and the LHF damping calculated using the bulk formula (a LHc ). This may be a result of an identified issue of the bulk formula algorithm used in the NCEP-2 dataset. NCEP datasets have latent heat flux that tends to be higher in high heat flux conditions Renfrew et al. 2002; Kubota et al. 2008 ) as a result of the roughness length formulation (see Figs. 5 and 6 of Moore and Renfrew 2002) . Using an alternative bulk formula algorithm has been shown to give significantly different latent heat flux (Brunke et al. 2002; Kubota et al. 2008 ). This discrepancy means that the latent heat flux decomposition is unsuitable to be used for this reanalysis, although we include NCEP-2 in figures for reference. Because of the closeness of a LH and a LHc for OAFlux, this is the dataset that will be used as the reanalysis reference in discussions comparing the CMIP5 ensemble and observations. ERA-Interim is used when examining individual zonal and meridional WS feedbacks as OAFlux zonal and meridional wind speeds are unavailable.
All models show a LHF damping weaker than OAFlux, although three models, BNU-ESM (CMIP5 2) and both GFDL models (CMIP5 5a and 5b), do not show a difference outside of the 95% confidence intervals given by the linear fits of a LH . Bellenger et al. (2014) find that this bias persists for many members of the CMIP5 ensemble. A relatively consistent bias of this subensemble is a too strong positive Niño-3 WS feedback with all but one model [BCC_CSM1.1(m)] showing a WS feedback significantly biased compared to OAFlux (Table 2 ). In contrast to this, the dominant humidity gradient feedback shows differing biases between models. Eight models show a strong humidity feedback, with four of these being significantly different from the reanalysis (BNU-ESM, GFDL CM3, GFDL-ESM2M, and MIROC5). The remaining seven models show a weak humidity feedback, with BCC_CSM1.1(m), CSIRO Mk3.6.0, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and IPSL-CM5A-MR showing a significant positive bias. This diversity means that the overall causes of LHF damping bias differ for each model, as was suggested by Lloyd et al. (2011) to be the case for CMIP3 models. The bias in LHF damping for BCC-BSM1.1(m) lies largely with a weak humidity feedback. Biases in CanESM2, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC4h, and MRI-ESM1 are the result of a too strong positive WS feedback. CSIRO Mk3.6.0, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and IPSL-CM5A-MR have weak latent heat flux feedbacks due to both weak humidity feedbacks and strong WS feedbacks. The remaining models, BNU-ESM, GFDL CM3, and GFDL-ESM2M, show no significant bias in total LHF damping but all show strong humidity feedbacks and strong negative WS feedbacks, resulting in little bias FIG. 5 . Reanalysis and CMIP5 Niño-3 latent heat damping calculated using the latent heat flux field given by the model/dataset (a LH , dark gray bars), latent heat damping calculated using latent heat flux reconstructed using bulk formula (a LHc , light gray bars), humidity anomaly component of a LH (a Dq , red bars), and the wind speed anomaly component of a LH (a U , blue bars). Error bars show the 95% confidence interval from the linear fit of the feedbacks. CMIP5 models are ordered by the magnitude of RMSE of the four values against OAFlux values, from lowest RMSE on the left to highest.
overall. A measure of the accuracy of the modeled a LH is found by taking the RMSE of all four LHF damping measures (a LH , a LHc , a Dq and a U ) for each CMIP5 model with the reanalysis. Kim et al. (2014a) ) due to a large humidity feedback and a comparatively strong positive WS feedback. The CMIP5 models in Fig. 5 are ordered by latent heat damping accuracy using this measure.
Significant biases in the WS feedback are found in almost all CMIP5 models. The linear fits for the WS feedback (Fig. 6) show the discrepancy between the observed wind speed response to SSTAs and many of the modeled wind speed responses. The OAFlux reanalysis shows a 95% significant positive relationship between the wind speed component of latent heat flux and Niño-3 SST anomalies (0a in Fig. 6 ). However, the FIG. 6 . Wind speed anomaly component of Niño-3 latent heat flux seasonal anomalies (y axis) plotted against Niño-3 seasonal SSTAs (x axis) for reanalyses (0a-0c) and CMIP5 models (1-9). See Table 1 for the model and dataset numbering. Black lines on the figures show the linear fits for the wind speed feedback (a U ) values that are at least 95% significant. A solid line is used for a linear fit that is 95% significant. slope of the fit (WS feedback) is relatively small and not significantly different from zero (Table 1 ). Figure 6 shows that at higher temperatures (i.e., during more extreme El Niño events) wind speeds begin to decrease or show less response than at lower temperatures, demonstrating a nonlinear response of surface winds to SSTAs. This is in agreement with Zhang and McPhaden (1995) , who demonstrated this behavior of equatorial Pacific wind speed in response to SST. This response is more pronounced in the ERA-Interim reanalysis (0c in Fig. 6 ) with decreasing winds at both positive and negative SSTAs, contributing to increasing evaporation. This results in an insignificant (positive; 95% level) fit for the ERA-Interim WS feedback. This feedback response is indicative of the well-documented asymmetric nature of ENSO (e.g., Dommenget et al. 2013) .
In contrast to the reanalyses, almost all models show more linear wind speed responses to SSTAs and have significant positive WS feedbacks. BCC.CSM1.1(m) is an exception in which wind speed anomalies are relatively weak, resulting in a small negative feedback. Some models show a slightly stronger weakening of winds in response to larger positive SSTAs, such as BNU-ESM (CMIP5 2) and GFDL CM3 (CMIP5 5a). Notably, BNU-ESM also shows reduced wind speeds at negative SSTAs. However, the increased wind speeds at lower temperatures shown in the majority of CMIP5 models seem to be the primary difference between the CMIP5 and reanalysis wind speed feedbacks, meaning that the models tend to have a stronger positive feedback. Figure 6 suggests that the inability of coupled climate models to replicate the observed El Niño-La Niña asymmetry (Philip and van Oldenborgh 2009; Choi et al. 2013; Dommenget et al. 2013; Zhang and Sun 2014) may be an underlying cause of LHF damping bias. Despite this, it is found that there is no significant difference between LHF damping calculated for only positive SST anomalies (feedback during El Niño) and LHF damping calculated for only negative SST anomalies (feedback during La Niña) in the three observed datasets. Therefore, it seems that nonlinearity of the wind speed response, as shown in Fig. 6 , does not have a large impact on the linearity of LHF damping. Furthermore, the strength of the nonlinearity of the wind speed response is also not significantly related to variation in the strength of the LHF damping.
While it is established that variations in humidity are most important for controlling interannual latent heat flux variability in the east Pacific in individual models, the importance of the wind speed feedback in the LHF damping bias for many of the CMIP5 models suggests that the humidity feedback may not be the most important feedback when considering interensemble a LH variations. This is confirmed by examining the correlations between LHF damping and the wind speed (a U ) and humidity gradient (a Dq ) feedbacks (Fig. 7) . The correlation between a LH and a Dq is insignificant with a correlation of 20.44 (Fig. 7a) . It is important to note that an outlying model (MIROC5) seems to be a possible cause of this. Indeed, when this model is removed the correlation is increased to 20.72 (significant at the 95% level). The correlation between a LH and a U (Fig. 7b) is 20.73, suggesting that interensemble variation of wind speed feedback strength is also an important factor in the diversity of latent heat flux damping strength. The underlying causes of the interensemble diversity of these feedbacks are examined further in the following section.
b. Double-ITCZ diversity in relation to ENSO atmospheric feedbacks
We previously hypothesized that diversity in the mean atmospheric circulation may be linked to LHF damping via its other atmospheric feedbacks. Taking southeast Pacific (region A in Fig. 4 ; 158-58S, 1508-908W) precipitation bias (difference between model and observed precipitation) as a measure of the double-ITCZ bias/SE ITCZ diversity (e.g., Figs. 1f and 3e ) and correlating this with LHF damping supports this hypothesis; a correlation of 20.66 is found between the two (Fig. 8a) . Models with a more extended SE ITCZ have a stronger LHF damping and, conversely, a weaker SE ITCZ coincides with a weaker LHF damping. The underlying cause of this relationship can be found by also examining the relation between the SE ITCZ and the wind speed and humidity gradient feedbacks. The zonal extent of the SE ITCZ and the wind speed feedback are negatively related with a correlation of 20.65 (Fig. 8c) , showing that models with a more pronounced SE ITCZ have a weaker positive or even negative wind speed feedback on SSTA, resulting in a stronger LHF damping. Note here that observations do not fit the interensemble relationship well, suggesting that other processes, aside from the mean state, may also be important to feedback bias. This is revisited in later figures.
The relationship between the humidity gradient feedback and southeast Pacific precipitation is insignificant (correlation 20.14; Fig. 8b ). This is because humidity gradient anomalies are more driven by atmospheric circulation responses along the equator; a correlation of 20.56 is found between the humidity feedback and Niño-4 precipitation (not shown in figures). A relationship is also found between humidity feedback and mean SST in the central equatorial Pacific. Surface specific humidity (q s ) is a function of SST (see section 3). At higher SSTs, the response of surface specific humidity to SSTA increases, resulting in the negative relationship between a Dq and the mean conditions along the equator.
These results imply that the interensemble diversity in LHF damping strength is at least partially related to atmospheric circulation biases via variations in the wind speed feedback, as opposed to humidity gradient feedback diversity. The contribution of zonal and meridional wind speed anomalies to the total WS feedback is examined to further identify the dynamics governing the relationship between latent heat flux damping and mean atmospheric circulation.
The diversity in WS feedback strength (a U ) is, as might be expected, strongly influenced by both zonal (b u a u ) and meridional (b y a y ) WS feedbacks, with correlations of 0.75 and 0.69, respectively (Figs. 9a,b) . The zonal WS feedback (Fig. 9a) tends to be the strongest positive component, showing weakening zonal winds in response to positive SSTAs (the Bjerknes feedback). Few models show significant bias in the zonal WS feedback ( Fig. 9a; Table 3 ). Five show a weak positive feedback [only BCC_CSM1.1(m) is significantly different from ERA-Interim]. The remaining models have a stronger positive feedback (only MIROC5 is significantly stronger than ERA-Interim). The meridional WS feedback also varies considerably between models. In this case the feedback varies in sign also, either increasing (positive contribution to LHF damping) or decreasing (negative contribution to LHF damping) the meridional wind speed in response to positive SSTAs. ERA-Interim shows a negative meridional WS feedback. All CMIP5 models have meridional WS feedbacks that are weaker than this, or that are positive. Nine of the 13 CMIP5 models have meridional WS feedbacks significantly different from the ERAInterim reanalysis ( Fig. 9a; Table 3 ). The meridional WS feedback is linked to the background meridional winds (Fig. 9c) , as suggested in the discussion of Fig. 3 . Figure 9c uses time-mean area-averaged meridional wind over a region labeled B in Fig. 1 (58S-58N, 1508-1208W ). This region was chosen as this is the area in Niño-3 where meridional winds show the most bias and variation in the CMIP5 models due to the closer proximity to mean atmospheric circulation biases (i.e., the double ITCZ). Models that have more northerly mean winds in the east Pacific (negative in Fig. 9c ) are those that have a more negative meridional WS feedback (correlation of 0.71). The northerly wind anomaly during El Niño increases initial northerly mean winds, increasing evaporation and providing a negative feedback.
As suggested by Fig. 3 , the meridional direction of mean winds is related to atmospheric circulation in the equatorial Pacific and can therefore be linked to the double-ITCZ bias ( Fig. 9d ; correlation of 20.93). This relationship means that the extent of the double-ITCZ bias can be linked to the strength of the meridional WS feedback ( Fig. 9e ; correlation of 20.63) such that models with a more extended SE ITCZ tend to have a more negative meridional WS feedback, and therefore a stronger LH damping. Conversely, a less extended SE ITCZ means that the mean winds are more southerly and are therefore weakened by the El Niño northerly wind anomalies, resulting in a positive meridional WS component of LHF damping.
Note here that the observations do not match the interensemble relationships. Similarly, not all the variance in WS feedback is accounted for by the relationship with the mean state. The reanalysis shows less southeast Pacific precipitation than all the CMIP5 models but also a weaker WS feedback and a stronger negative meridional WS component of this feedback. This can be explained by the bias in the model El Niño wind response compared with the observed response (outlined in Fig. 4 and discussion) despite observed mean meridional winds more closely resembling the models with less double-ITCZ bias (e.g., Figs 4a,c). The meridional wind anomaly is consistently too northerly during El Niños and too southerly during La Niñas in CMIP5 models, as shown by the negative Niño-3 meridional wind feedback (dy/dT) in Fig. 9f . Note that in contrast to the meridional WS feedback that uses absolute wind speed anomalies, dy/dT in Fig. 9f uses northerly wind anomalies regressed on SSTAs, so that the sign denotes the direction of anomaly, not just the strength. This is a source of bias for the meridional WS feedback that could result in a more positive feedback, assuming a mean state close to that observed; more northerly wind anomalies during El Niño events cause weakening of mean southerly winds and therefore a weaker LH damping. However, this bias is counteracted in some models by mean state bias.
No significant relationships are found between dy/dT and the double-ITCZ bias. However, it is found that the bias is linked to the atmospheric circulation responses in the CMIP5 models. Models have a tendency to show stronger responses to ENSO events to the south of the equator than observed, resulting in an asymmetry about the equator in the precipitation and meridional wind responses. The asymmetry in precipitation response is shown in Fig. 9f by taking the difference between the South Pacific precipitation feedback (precipitation anomalies averaged over 58-158S, 1708-1208W regressed on Niño-3 SSTAs) and North Pacific precipitation feedback (latitude 58-158N, same longitude). In ERAInterim, precipitation response is shown to be somewhat symmetric about the equator (Figs. 4 and 9f) . The extent of the CMIP5 precipitation feedback asymmetry is linked to stronger negative dy/dT (correlation of 20.8).
Relationships between LHF damping and other aspects of the mean climate in the equatorial Pacific These results confirm then that southeast Pacific precipitation diversity alters meridional winds and can be linked to a diverse meridional WS feedback, and therefore LHF damping. Ultimately, we find that some models in which LHF damping is closer to the observed damping are not necessarily those showing the most accurate mean climates. Some models with a WS feedback closer to observed, such as GFDL CM3, tend to show bias in the mean atmospheric circulation, as well as bias in the El Niño anomalous response. This bias compensation is dependent on the spatial distributions of the mean bias and the anomaly bias within the Niño-3 region in relation to one another. This is something to be aware of when directly comparing Figs. 9d, 9e, and 9f.
c. ENSO atmospheric feedbacks in AMIP runs
As the models with the most biased mean precipitation in the south equatorial Pacific are those with more accurate wind speed feedbacks, this raises a question of the underlying bias of the wind speed feedback. The anomalous winds show consistent errors when compared to observations (Figs. 4 and 9f) and the variation in the mean state seems to alleviate the feedback bias in some models. Feedback bias is examined more closely in atmosphere-only (AMIP) runs of seven of the CMIP5 models used in this study (only seven are selected because of the availability of the relevant output fields). In AMIP simulations, SST is prescribed to the atmosphere model, as opposed to the CMIP5 simulations where an ocean model is coupled to an atmosphere model. This means that SST biases are eliminated, but some atmosphere model bias can still persist.
Figures 10a and 10b show that four of the models show no significant difference in LHF damping in the AMIP runs, compared with the coupled models. Only two models, IPSL-CM5A-LR and IPSL-CM5B-LR, show significant differences in either of the LHF damping components. Both show significant improvements in LHF damping as a result of a more negative wind speed component. Furthermore, this can be attributed to changes in the zonal WS feedbacks (Figs. 10b,d ) as opposed to the meridional WS feedback that was found to dominate the coupled model variation. It is also important to note that the changes shown by components in these models are relatively small.
CMIP LHF feedbacks and AMIP LHF feedbacks are well correlated across the models (see Fig. 10 ). A weaker correlation (0.56) is shown for the meridional WS feedback. This is perhaps a result of its link to mean state biases in the coupled runs that are reduced for some models in AMIP runs. Nonetheless, four of the seven AMIP models studied showed no significant difference in meridional WS feedback between CMIP and AMIP runs. It is also found that the asymmetries about the equator in precipitation response and meridional wind response during ENSO events persist in AMIP runs, and there is once again a correlation between the two (Fig. 10e) .
AMIP results find that a number of errors that drive variation in the LHF damping persist in the atmosphere model. We note that the relationship with southeast Pacific precipitation does not exist for the AMIP models, despite mean precipitation biases still being present, albeit at a much weaker amplitude. However, the variation in mean precipitation is somewhat reduced in AMIP, as is the number of models used in the study, so drawing a robust conclusion from this is difficult.
Conclusions and discussion
This study aims to identify relationships between the common double-ITCZ bias and ENSO atmospheric feedbacks, with a particular focus on damping by evaporative heat flux. We implement an ENSO feedback decomposition to identify underlying mechanisms of feedback bias and diversity.
Significant biases are found in the mean state equatorial Pacific climate. Almost all models show the cold tongue and double-ITCZ bias to some extent, in agreement with other CMIP5 studies (Brown et al. 2013; Bellenger et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015; Adam et al. 2016) . SSTs along the equator in the Pacific tend to be too cool. Similarly, precipitation and atmospheric ascent is too weak along the equator compared with reanalysis data. Biases are also found to the north and south of the equator. Precipitation tends to be too strong in the northwest and southeast Pacific. In particular, the zonal extent of the South Pacific precipitation band (SE ITCZ) shows diversity between the CMIP5 models. These mean state atmospheric circulation biases and diversity impact the mean state and El Niño-induced winds along the equator, resulting in differences in ENSO atmospheric feedbacks between the models.
Latent heat flux damping is somewhat diversely represented and tends to be too weak in these CMIP5 models, in agreement with Bellenger et al. (2014) . In general, like in the CMIP3 models (Lloyd et al. 2012) , it is found that the LHF damping bias can be the result of a combination of biases in both the dominant humidity gradient feedback and the weaker wind speed (WS) feedback. However, the majority of CMIP5 models used in this study show a relatively strong positive WS feedback contribution to LHF damping compared with the reanalyses, which tend to show a small WS feedback. The interensemble variation of LHF damping is also primarily governed by the WS feedback diversity. This is in spite of humidity gradient anomalies being the dominant driver of east Pacific LHF, in keeping with other studies (Alexander and Scott 1997; Lloyd et al. 2012) .
There are two areas of focus for wind speed feedback diversity; the first is the CMIP5 bias in relation to observations and the second is the interensemble diversity.
The proposed mechanisms behind these differences are slightly different from one another. CMIP5 models have a tendency toward a larger positive contribution to LHF damping by the wind speed feedback. This can be attributed to the different anomalous responses of the models compared to the reanalyses. The observed El Niño response shows an eastward shift in the ascending branch of the Walker circulation, a southward ITCZ shift and a northeastward South Pacific precipitation shift (see Fig. 4 ). These responses induce northerly wind speed anomalies north of the equator and southerly anomalies south of the equator, weakening and increasing the initial winds respectively. This contrast results in a weak area-averaged Niño-3 wind speed component of the LHF feedback, although an overall strengthening of the (southeasterly) winds along the equator is shown in ERA-Interim during El Niño. However, the CMIP5 models El Niño responses are mainly dominated by an eastward extension of the already overly extended SE ITCZ, inducing northerly anomalies (Fig. 9f) . Initial mean southeasterly winds would be consequently reduced during El Niño, resulting in a generally more positive WS feedback, reducing LHF damping.
For the second focus, the diversity of wind speed feedback between CMIP5 models, it is found that as well as the errors in the anomalous wind direction, there is also variation in the mean meridional wind direction depending on the zonal extent of the SE ITCZ that can explain some of the WS feedback variance. A more extended SE ITCZ can result in northeasterly winds to the south of the equator, which are then increased by the El Niño-induced northerly anomalies, shown in Fig. 4 , thus causing a more negative meridional wind speed feedback and increasing LHF damping of SST. Conversely, a less extended SE ITCZ means that the mean southeasterly winds are reduced during El Niño. This creates a more positive meridional wind speed feedback and therefore a weaker LHF damping. Ultimately, we can conclude that models that simulate WS and LHF feedbacks closer to observed may not be doing so for the correct reasons; that is, the weaker WS feedbacks, and hence stronger LHF dampings, may be a product of errors in both the mean state and anomalous response. It is difficult to state from this study what the implications might be for LHF damping if the mean state errors were corrected. There exists an underlying bias in the anomalous meridional winds during events. This has been linked to a spatial asymmetry in the equatorial Pacific precipitation response in both CMIP5 and AMIP runs. It is possible this bias may change should the mean state be changed, or it may persist if these errors lie in the underlying dynamics of the model. However, the results highlight areas that are important to consider when aiming to correct coupled model errors.
This study highlights the importance of the meridional wind speed feedback in damping ENSO, something that has been largely overlooked in CMIP3 latent heat flux damping studies (e.g., Lin 2007; Lloyd et al. 2011) . Links between the mean atmospheric circulation and key ENSO atmospheric feedbacks are established here with the use of feedback decomposition. There also exists a strong relationship in a subset of these models between LHF damping and ENSO amplitude (correlation of 20.75; not shown in figures) as a result of a strong relationship between the wind speed feedback and ENSO amplitude (correlation of 20.63). This result depends on the exclusion of MIROC5. MIROC5 is shown in Fig. 6 to have a significantly nonlinear wind speed feedback, resulting in this model being an outlier in these relationships. Note that this relationship with ENSO amplitude exists for all models in this study if examining LHF damping during El Niño events only. This demonstrates the importance of interensemble variation of these feedbacks in relation to ENSO event strength.
This study focuses on atmospheric responses relevant to ENSO LHF damping. Note that the surface zonal winds also interact with the ocean, resulting in further feedbacks on SSTA. For example, in the east equatorial Pacific surface zonal winds impact subsurface ocean upwelling and therefore SSTA. This means that ocean feedbacks may also affect latent heat flux. Here, ocean interactions on LHF damping are considered as second-order terms that are negligible throughout this analysis and so focus on only atmosphere responses.
Analysis of atmosphere-only (AMIP) models reveals that biases in LHF feedbacks still persist even when SSTs are prescribed. These results suggest that the atmosphere model may play an important role in determining the LHF damping bias. This raises the possibility that both the double-ITCZ bias and the ENSO LHF feedback bias have an origin in the atmosphere models and that improvements in both the mean tropical Pacific precipitation and ENSO physics in coupled models may be accelerated by focusing on correcting errors in the atmosphere component. However, the number of AMIP models that were available for study was very limited due to data availability, so it is difficult to draw strong conclusions from this.
Results found here can be used to prioritize the development of future climate models to improve our confidence in ENSO projections. This work can also be used to assess drifts in seasonal forecast systems and their impact on seasonal ENSO predictions. Additionally, ENSO feedback diversity identified here may also have implications for diversity in modeled ENSO teleconnections (e.g., Kim et al. 2017) , providing a basis for further work in this area.
